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The latest installment in the critically acclaimed Stravaganza series begins with Matt, the new

Stravagante. Despite having a beautiful and very smart girlfriend, Matt is insecure because he

is dyslexic. He discovers that he is capable of traveling between two worlds when a leather-

bound book transports him from his home in England to Talia, the parallel-world version of Italy,

where he meets a fellow-Stravagante named Luciano-who is hiding from the powerful di

Chimici family. Luciano has just killed the head of that family in a duel, and is in grave danger.

Banding together, Matt and Luciano must resist the di Chimici family, who are on the verge of

making a terrifying breakthroughinto our world.

From School Library JournalGrade 9 Up—In this addition to the popular series, 17-year-old

Nick discovers that he has the power to travel between his home in contemporary London and

16th-century Talia, a country in which some magic and sorcery is possible. In his own time,

Nick struggles with dyslexia and is insecure about his relationship with popular, beautiful

Ayesha. In Talia, he reads effortlessly and is apprenticed to a printmaker in the city-state of

Padavia, where he befriends Luciano, a teenager from his own time and the protagonist in the

first book in the series, Stravaganza: City of Masks (Bloomsbury, 2002). Together, the two

young men and Luciano's betrothed must find a way to stop a plot by the powerful de Chimici

family to take over Talia. Secrets stands on its own, though teen fantasy and history buffs will

likely clamor for the first three books in this wonderful series. The author's richly detailed, fully

imagined world of Talia comes alive for her characters who "stravagate" there, and for readers

as well. The action moves seamlessly from present to past as Nick struggles to maintain a

balance between the two worlds while becoming stronger and more secure in both.—Leah J.

Sparks, formerly at Bowie Public Library, MDCopyright © Reed Business Information, a

division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorMary Hoffman is the author of many books for children, including the

internationally bestselling Stravaganza series. She lives in Oxfordshire, England.--This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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MicheleW, “I really enjoy these Stravaganza Series books. I found the first Stravaganza book in

a used bookstore. Since then I've continued to order the rest of them through Amazon. I love

them! Having been to Italy and also love Time Travel books, these novels have really been a

great find.You can read this book on its own, but it will enhance your experience with the series

if you do start at the first book. Each book takes place in a sort of 'alternate history' town of

Italy. Bellezza is Venice, Padavia is Padua. The de Chimici family may closely resemble the de

Medici family in certain aspects. Ms. Hoffman definitely weaves together great characters with

beautiful locations. All her characters have richly developed personas and individual issues that

traveling to "Talia" helps them with when they return back to their daily life. As the book series

goes on, past characters show up along the way to help the new Stravagante learn the ropes

of being in Tala. I enjoy having the same characters revisit and also continue their own story

through the new installments of this series.Bottom line is I'm an adult and I throughly enjoyed

this series. Great for young adults (both guys and girls will enjoy these stories) and adults. I

highly recommend these novels.”

Happy Girl, “I hope they make movies out of this series!. I love this whole series!!!! I wish they

would make a movie out of them! (movies...like Harry Potter series)”

onewheelgrl, “Amazing read!. One of my favorite series. Keeps you intrigued the whole time.

Great characters and great plot. Hope you enjoy it.”

Lindsay, “Stravaganza: city of secrets. I adore this series,it's one that I had started when I was

in junior high and I still find it captivating now that I'm in college.”

Hoolahooper, “City of Secrets. Good story for young (or young at heart) readers who like

fantasy stories. The series is set in different in different Italian cities and cleverly weaves a bit

of history and geography into a compelling fiction. It poses an interesting theory about death

and parallel worlds.”

Dulwich mum, “brilliant. have bought the series and this is a great book / series. I can't wait for

the next one. service from vendor was very very good.”

PosyP, “Four Stars. A good read ~ quickly posted by supplier ~ A*”

Dominique M., “Five Stars. love this series.”

Jo Heckford, “What a book. This book really was the perfect ratio of romance to action. Like



harry potter and hunger games Mike's together. HOWEVER I just wish luciano and arrianna

get married all ready”

The book by Mary Hoffman has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 44 people have provided feedback.
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